- How To Use Spray Adhesive With General Foam Products -

For General Purpose Foam-to-Foam Spray Adhesive Use:

- Ensure your workspace is covered with drop cloths/newspaper or is able to get dirty

To Bond Smaller Foam Sections:

- Place the pieces to be bonded atop each other, with the sides to be glued facing out like an open book
- Liberally spray both foam surfaces with adhesive, taking care not to saturate the foam
- Allow approximately 5 to 10 seconds for the adhesive to become tacky
- Align the glue-covered pieces together and apply firm, consistent pressure on both sides of the bond
- Hold this compression for approximately 15 seconds to allow the adhesive to bond
- Allow approximately 10 minutes for drying before moving or manipulating the foam

To Bond Larger Foam Sections:

- Place the pieces to be bonded atop each other, with the sides to be glued facing out like an open book
- Liberally spray both foam surfaces with adhesive, taking care not to saturate the foam
- Allow approximately 5 to 10 seconds for the adhesive to become tacky
- Align the glue-covered pieces together and firmly pinch both sides of the bond together, holding each pinch for a couple of seconds
- Continue the pinching method all around the perimeter of the seam
- After pinching the top and sides, carefully flip the foam and complete pinching along the bottom seam
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